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Abstract: - Cloud computing has emerged as the default paradigm for a variety of fields especially considering
the resources and infrastructures consumption in case of distributed access. The solution has however placed a
lot of emphasis of a cloud server with variety of demands of which quality of service reminds a paramount
strategy. There are a lot of strategies is in place for this quality cost which is regulated by service level
agreement [SLA].An SLA is an agreement between client and server which when violated will impose penalties
for the infringement or violation performance evaluation place a key role allowing system managers to evaluate
the effects of different resource management strategies on the data center functioning and to predict the
corresponding cost/benefits. In order to deal with very large systems composed of hundreds or thousands of
resources. The system should allow to easily implementing different strategies and should have policies to
represent different working conditions. Keeping this is mind a rewards scheme called as SRNS-Stochastic
Reward Nets is utilized which is dynamic in nature to the status of the requests made and job allocated. The
proposed model is scalable enough to represent system composed of thousands of resources and it makes
possible to represent both physical and virtual resources exploiting cloud specific concepts such as the
infrastructure elasticity. The resources offered by other public cloud system through a sharing and paying model
is also controlled in term of performance metrics like utilization, responsiveness and load burst. This model is
analytical in nature unlike the existing approaches which are assumptive and simulation based in nature.
Keywords:- Cloud Computing, Stochastic Reward Nets, Cloud-Oriented Performance Metrics, resiliency,
responsiveness.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a computing paradigm in which different computing resources such as
infrastructure, platforms and software applications are made accessible over the internet to remote user as
services.
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) clouds are becoming a rich and active branch of commercial services.
Uses of IaaS clouds can provision “processing, storage, networks and other fundamental resources” on demand,
that is, when needed, for as long as needed, and paying only for what is actually consumed. However, the
increased adaption of clouds and perhaps even the pricing models depend on the ability of (perspective) cloud
users to benchmark and compare commercial cloud services.
.
The typical performance evaluation approaches in quality of service such as simulation or on-the-field
measurements cannot be easily adapted. Simulation does not allow conducting comprehensive analyses of the
system performance due to the great number of parameters that have to be investigated. In order to implement
particular resource management techniques such as VM multiplexing or VM live migration that, even if
transparent to final user, has to be considered in the design of performance models in order to accurately
understand the system behavior.
Finally, different clouds, belonging to the same or to different organizations, can dynamically join each
other to achieve a common goal, usually represented by the optimization of resources utilization. This
mechanism, referred to as cloud federation, allows providing and releasing resources on demand thus providing
elastic capabilities to the whole infrastructure. All the parameters do not or may not conform to real time
situations or exigencies and are thus only reflective in nature.
Whereas on the other hand on the field experiments are mainly focused on the offered QoS, they are
based on a black box approach that makes difficult or correlate obtained data to the internal resource
management strategies implemented by the system provider.
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II.
RELATED WORK
Cloud systems differ from traditional distributed systems. First of all, they are characterized by a very
large number of resources that can span different administrative domains. Moreover, the high level of resource
abstraction such as VM multiplexing [2] or VM live migration [3] that, even if transparent to accurately
understand the system behavior. Finally, different clouds, belonging to the same or to different organizations,
can dynamically join each other to achieve a common goal, usually represented by the optimization of
Resources utilization. This mechanism, referred to as cloud federation, allows providing and releasing resources
on demand thus providing elastic capabilities to the whole infrastructure.
For these reasons, typical performance evaluation approaches such as simulation or on-the-field
measurements cannot be easily adopted. Simulation [5],[6] does not allow to conduct comprehensive analyses of
the system performance due to the great number of parameters that have to be investigated. On-the-field
experiments [7],[8] are mainly focused on the offered QoS, they are based on a black box approach that makes
difficult or correlate obtained data to the internal resource management strategies implemented by the system
provider. On the contrary, analytical techniques represent a good candidate thanks to the limited solution cost of
their associated models.
III.
PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed Model presents a stochastic model, based on Stochastic Reward Nets (SRNs), that
exhibits the above mentioned features allowing capturing the key concepts of an IaaS cloud system. The
proposed model is scalable enough to represent systems composed of thousands of resources and it makes
possible to represent both physical and virtual resources exploiting cloud specific concepts such as the
infrastructure elasticity.
Cloud based systems are inherently large scale, distributed, almost always virtualized, and operate in
automated shared environments. Performance and availability of such systems are affected by a large number o
parameters including characteristics of the physical infrastructure (e.g., number of servers, number of cores per
server, amount of RAM and local storage per server, configuration of physical servers, network configuration,
persistent storage configuration), characteristics of the virtualization infrastructure (e.g., VM placement and VM
resource allocation, deployment and runtime overheads),failure characteristics (e.g., failure rates, repair rates,
modes of recovery),characteristics of automation tools used tom manage the cloud system, and so on. Because
of this, any naïve modeling approach will quickly run into state explosion and/or intractable solution.

Fig 3.0: End User Cloud

The proposed model is scalable enough to represent systems composed of thousands of resources and it
makes possible to represent both physical and virtual resources exploiting cloud specific concepts such as the
infrastructure elasticity. With respect to the existing literature, the innovative aspect of the present work is that a
generic and comprehensive view of a cloud system is presented. Low level details, such as VM Multiplexing,
are easily integrated with cloud based actions such as federation, allowing investigating different mixed
strategies. An exhaustive set of performance metrics are defined regarding both the system provider (e.g.,
utilization) and the final users (e.g., responsiveness).
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3.1 Cloud Model and Resources
Clouds are modeled in the server client mode by a datacenter component for handling service requests.
These requests are application elements sandboxed within VMs, which need to be allocated a share of
processing power on Datacenter’s host components. By VM processing, it means that a set of operations related
to VM life cycle: provisioning of a host to a VM, VM creation, VM destruction, and VM migration. A
Datacenter is composed by a set host, which are responsible for managing VMs during their life cycles. Host is a
component that represents a physical computing node in a cloud: it is assigned a pre-configured processing
capability (expressed in million of instruction per second-MIPS), memory, storage, and a scheduling policy for
allocating processing cores to virtual machines. The Host component implements interfaces that support
modeling and simulation of both single-core and multi-core nodes.
3.2 Client Requests
Clients are registered with the server for utilizing the resources and application. Needs to access the
resources and applications are implemented and customary SLA’s are put in place to handle the request
handling mechanisms.
Each Request is considered as a job to be completed. A job is usage of a app or a resource or both and
sending back the processed requested data. The job arrival or rather the request process constituter three
different scenarios. In the first one (Constant arrival process) the arrival process be a homogeneous Poisson
process with uniform rate.
However, in large scale distributed systems with thousands of users, such as cloud systems, could
exhibit self-similarity/long range dependence with respect to the arrival process and for these reasons, in order
to take into account the dependencies of the job arrival rate on both the days of a week, and the hours of a day,
in the second scenario is the periodic arrival process. This is also chosen to model the job arrival process as
Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP).
3.3 Cloud Federation and Monitoring
This is the analytical algorithm part, where parameters like weight; intermediate requests like waiting
time, bandwidth calculation completion time are all executed here. This is based on the inputs the optimal
solution is arrived federation with other clouds is modeled allowing tokens in place p queue to be moved, through
transition tupload, in the upload queue represented by place psend. In accordance with the assumptions made before,
transition tupload is enabled only if the number of tokens in place p queue is greater than Q and the number of tokens
in place Psend is less than D. Moreover, in order to take into account the federated cloud availability, concurrent
enabled transition tupload and tdrop are managed by setting their weights.

3.4 Virtual Multiplexing
VM, whose management during its life cycle is the responsibility of the host component. As discussed
earlier, a host can simultaneously instantiate multiple VMs and allocate cores based on predefined processor
sharing policies(space-shared, time-shared).Every VM component has access to a component that stores the
characteristics related to a VM’s internal scheduling policy, which is extended from the abstract component
called VM Scheduling.
The model supports VM scheduling at two levels: First, at the host level and second, at the VM level.
At the host level, it is possible to specify how much of the overall processing power of each core in a host will
be assigned to each VM. At the VM level, the VM assign specific amount of the available processing power to
the individual task units that are hosted within its execution engine.

IV.
CONCLUSION
SRNs allow us to define reward functions that can be associated to a particular state of the model in
order to evaluate the performance level reached by the system during the sojourn in order in that state
performance metrics able to characterize the system behavior from both the provider and the user point-ofviews. the stochastic model to evaluate the performance of an IaaS cloud system. Several performance metrics
have been defined, such as availability, utilization, and responsiveness, allowing to investigate the impact of
different strategies on both provider and user point-of-views. In a market-oriented area, such as the cloud
computing, an accurate evaluation of these parameters is required in order to quantify the offered QoS and
opportunely manage SLAs and all the analysis are done by autonomic techniques able to change on-the fly the
system configuration in order to react to change on the working conditions. This can be extended to models
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which represent PaaS and SaaS Cloud Systems and to integrate the mechanisms needed to capture VM
migration and the data center consolidation aspects that cover a crucial role in energy saving policies.
In future the model can be implemented to include intra and reservoir clouds where other performance
parameters like application takes sufficient memory and bandwidth issues are considered. This model may be
replicated in web services domain where similar features are used and service agreements are made between the
website client and web service provider so the concept can be extended to cover such models and issues as well
in the future.
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